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STATEMENT OF PLEADINGS

The "Statement of Pleadings" set forth in appellant's brief

so much subordinates or omits the real issues made thereby, that

appellee deems a restatement of the pleadings necessary.

In February, 1937 petitioner filed in the lower court his peti-

tion (R. 1) reciting in substance that he had succeeded to the

ownership of certain land to which a water right in Big Lost

River was decreed by the terms of a decree in the case in which

the petition was filed, the decree being dated on or about March

15, 1923; that The Utah Construction Company, original plain-

tiff in the case, had by the terms of the same decree been alotted

water rights in the same stream; that a water commissioner had

been appointed by the court after the decree was entered to distri-

bute the waters of Big Lost River and its tributaries, pursuant

to the decree ; that the plaintiff, The Utah Construction Company,

had through the said water commissioner ever since the year

1929, and beginning in that year, caused large quantities of water

decreed to the land of petitioner to be wrongfully stored and

diverted, to petitioner's damage and over his protest; that in the

year 1935 The Utah Construction Company (hereinafter frequent-



ly for brevity called "the company") and the court's commissioner

—the latter acting under the company's direction and for its bene-

fit—caused the entire flow of Big Lost River to be diverted from

its channel and into the company's ditches so that the crops and

vegetation on petitioner's land were destroyed ; further, that dur-

ing the year 1935 the company had entered into some agreement

or arrangement with Big Lost River Irrigation District, a public

corporation, the terms of which were not known or understood by

petitioner, but under which the Big Lost River Irrigation District

intended to continue to evade the decree and wrongfully divert

and distribute the water decreed to petitioner's land (Par. 6, R. 5).

With repeated reiteration, it is alleged in the petition that the

Utah Construction Company "intends to and unless enjoined by

the court will ignore and disregard the decree" ; and under some

"further agreement" with the Big Lost River Irrigation District

and in conjunction with the latter plans to divert plaintiff's water

from the lands to which it was decreed and to trans[K)rt it to other

land and territory in violation of plaintiff's rights and the terms

of the decree; that the company threatens to continue to violate

the terms of the decree and is "now diverting and threatens to

continue to divert water decreed to petitioner and will divert

petitioner's water and destroy the crops" unless the court make and

enter an order directing the delivery to petitioner forthwith .of the

water decreed to him ; and that the crops now planted and those

to be planted on petitioner's land will be wholly destroyed unless

relief is granted petitioner as prayed for.

The petition also asserted that by reason of the past wrongful

acts of The Utah Construction Company petitioner had been dam-

aged in an amount in excess of $10,000.00 for which amount

judgment is prayed.

It will thus be seen that the petition indicated on its face that

the proceeding might very properly be considered ancillary to the

main action and had to do with the enforcement of the decree

previously entered. The trial court, acting upon such assertions



contained in the petition, made its order requiring the company to

show cause, etc. (R. 10).

The company in its amended answer (R. 11), while admitting

petitioner's ownership of the land described and the entry of the

prior decree in the cause, set out other and further provisions of

the decree in question ; among such other provisions so set out

were those awarding to the company rights prior and paramount

to all other parties to the suit for the storage and subsequent use

of the winter flow of the stream ; the answer asserted that ever

since the entry of the decree until the fall of 1936 the water had

been distributed by the trial court's own commissioner, in a man-

ner acquiesced in by petitioner and his predecessors, and without

any objection or complaint to it, to the commissioner, or to the

court, and that the court, in the exercise of its powers and func-

tions as defined in the decree, had prior to the filing of the petition

discharged its own commissioner and had turned the administra-

tion of the decree over to the Commissioner of Reclamation of the

State of Idaho who had assumed jurisdiction of its administra-

tion and appointed watermasters ; and the company denied in toto

that it itself had ever had anything to do with the administration

of the decree or that it had wrongfully diverted any of plaintiff's

water at any time or at all.

But also (and more pertinently to the issues in this appeal)

the company further answered that in July, 1936 and prior to the

filing of Nielson's petition, it had sold and by deed conveyed and

delivered to the Big Lost River Irrigation District all its right,

title, and interest whatsoever in and to the waters of Big Lost

River, as well as its reservoir, irrigation system, and all its lands,

and in short all of its rights and property which were the subject

matter of the decree ; and that it did not "have or claim any right,

title, or interest under said decree or otherwise in or to the waters

or use of the waters of said Big Lost River and does not now

store or use or intend in the future to store or use any of said

water, and has no interest whatsoever in or under the decree" (R.

20).
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Petitioner replied to the amended answer of the company,

generally denying the affirmative matter pleaded and specifically

denying any acquiescence by him in the method of administration

of the decree as carried on by the officials appointed to administer

it.

As will be seen from the foregoing, the company's answer

put in issue the whole state of facts upon which the ancillary char-

acter of petitioner's proceeding depended. Since the company

had prior to petitioner's proceeding sold and conveyed outright

every vestige of property affected by the decree, its position herein

is, was, and always has been that any proceeding against it

looking to the enforcement of the decree or its interpretation must

of necessity be wholly nugatory, as it was no longer a party to

the decree and in no manner interested in it. Hence that the

petition presented matters in no respect ancillary to the suit in

which it was entitled ; and that if entertained at all by the court

it could only be entertained as an independent suit.

Upon the issues as above outlined between the petitioner and

the company the cause was tried ; neither the past nor present

officials charged by law or the order of the court with the adminis-

tration of the decree were made parties to the proceeding; neither

was the Big Lost River Irrigation District, the then owner of all

the rights originally decreed to The Utah Construction Company.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Petitioner's petition was dismissed by the trial court because

it finally determined from the evidence that the proceeding was

not, as c'aimed by appellant, ancillary to the main action in which

it is entitled; further because, the trial court was without jurisdic-

tion to entertain the petition as an independent action-diversity of

citizenship between the parties being lacking; and still further

because appellant refused to conform to the standing rules and

the orders of the court below.

The printed record on appeal herein fails to set out either the



decree or any of the pleadings or other papers in the main case

to which this proceeding has been claimed to be ancillary ; there

is also lacking in this record on appeal any statement of the evi-

dence. The trial court declined to settle the purported ''State-

ment of Case"

"because it does not contain a complete, full, and

correct record of the proceedin<^s had in the cause as

there was considerable testimony presented to and

taken in court, none of which is reierred to or made
a part of said statement" (R. 93).

We must, therefore, glean as best we can the course of the

proceedings from such portions thereof as are presented by this

record on appeal.

A preliminary hearing was held on the petition and the

amended answer thereto in the spring of 1937. On July 7, 1937

the court rendered its first opinion in the matter finding, among

other things, that

:

"In 1935 Utah Construction Company did not

operate the system and project as the irrigation dis-

trict did so under the option to purchase * * * and

in July, 1936 (the company) made and delivered a

conveyance thereof to the district" (R. 33).

Nevertheless, the trial court on the same date issued its tem-

porary injunction (R. 33) against the company as well as against

the Big Lost River Irrigation District (which as stated was in no

wise a party to the proceeding, restraining both those parties and

their agents from in any manner interfering with the natural flow

of the stream until the petitioner had first been supplied with his

water right under the decree. The question of petitioner's dam-

ages was left open for further hearing at the next term of court,

after which findings and decree were to be entered (R. 35).

At the beginning of the next hearing, the company moved

the court, on wholly obvious grounds, to dissolve the temporary



restraining order. The motion was denied (R. 36). But in the

course of such hearing, it finally became apparent to the trial

court that all the allegations of the petition upon which alone the

ancillary character of the proceeding purported to depend were

wholly without foundation. And in its opinion of January- 11,

1938 (R. ?>7) the court considered the whole matter anew, stating

therein, among other things

:

"* * * it seems sufficient to say that the undis-

puted evidence shows that prior to the filing of the

petition the Company had transferred all of its interest

in the system and project to the Irrigation District and

had ceased to operate the same and that the Irrigation Dis-

trict is not a party to the present proceeding".

Also the following:

"Of course, where the Court has taken cognizance

of the equitable action and the proof established the

same, it will do complete justice between the parties

even though it involves the granting of incidental

legal rights, but that principle would not apply here,

where it now appears that the Company was not doing

anything or threatening to do anything as alleged

in the petition as has been said, at the time the petition

was filed, the Company had theretofore parted with

its interest in the system and project and ceased

operating it or having anything to do with it. The
issues now presented have all arisen since the original

case was first presented and the damages now c'aimed

were not incidental to it, because they did not exist.

"The authorities relied upon by petitioner are

situations where the right to equitable relief were

averred and relied upon and existed at the time the

bill was filed * * *."

"The conclusion then is reached that the Court

cannot itself render a decree for damages under the

averments of the petition and the proof as the cause

is one essentially a law case and comes under Equity

rule 22".



"* * * So the present proceeding being now
transferred to the law side of the Court and the peti-

tion in its present condition not stating facts sufficient

to give the court jurisdiction for want of diversity of

citizenship being alleged, the same will be dismissed

unless the petitioner, by amendment made within 10

days alleging (alleges) sufficient facts showing di-

versity of citizenship * * *".

The gist and substance of the trial court's decision, as shown

above, was that all those allegations of Mr. Nielson's petition which

were necessary to constitute it an ancillary proceeding revelant to

the interpretation or enforcement of the prior decree were wholly

unfounded in fact, as shown by the evidence ; that the petition, if

entertained at all, must therefore be regarded as an independent

action at law for damages ; and as such the court would have

jurisdiction of it only if there were present the ordinary grounds

of federal court jurisdiction in an independent action at law

—

which in this case would obviously include diversity of citizen-

ship between the parties.

In the light of these conclusions, the trial court, however,

did not dismiss the petition but transfered it to the law side of

the court, giving petitioner 10 days within which to amend so as

to state a cause of action at law cognizable by a federal court and

holding the proceeding for dismissal unless this was done. (R. 47).

Within the time limited petitioner (notwithstanding the

court's leave and direction as stated above) again filed an "Amend-

ed Petition in Equity" (R. 48), reiterating the allegations previ-

ously found by the court to be wholly untrue and containing

averments relative to the diversity of citizenship between the

parties as follows

:

"* * * in or about the year 1929, the petitioner

herein, Wilse A. Nielson became a resident and citizen

of the State of Idaho residing on said land in Butte

County, Idaho, and cultivating the said land as a means
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of livelihood. That the petitioner acquired said land

in reliance upon the terms and the provisions of the

said decree and the water rights adjudicated and de-

termined therein and decreed to the said land for its

use and beneht and appurtenent thereto, and con-

tinued to use, accupy, cultivate and farm the said land

until, by reason of the acts and things hereinafter com-
plained of as done by the plaintiff. Utah Construction

Company, its officers and agents, in conjunction with

other persons including the Big Lost River Irrigation

District, a corporation of the State of Idaho, the crops

and vegetation on said land were dried up and de-

stroyed so that the petitioner was compelled to seek

employment and residence elsewhere" (R. 52, 53).

On page 14 of appellant's brief the substance of the allega-

tions in the amended petition relating to the allegations of diver-

sity of citizenship are purported to be set out. The recitals in

appellant's brief seem to imply at least that the amended petition

recited that Mr. Nielson is a citizen of Idaho, while in fact the

allegation as quoted above shows affirmatively otherwise. The

Utah Construction Company is a Utah corporation. Of what state

petitioner is a resident and citizen does not appear. .

The amended petition sought to make the Big Lost River Ir-

rigation District an additional party to the proceeding ; sought

damages against both the company and the district covering the

years 1933 to 1937, inclusive, without segregation of the amount

claimed against each (notwithstanding that the trial court had

previously decided that the company had had nothing to do with

the waters of Big Lost River since 1934), prayed for an order

construing the decree and enforcing the same, and for general

relief (R. 57-59). The company moved to dismiss this amended

petition and to strike same from the files on the grounds therein

set forth (R. 59-61).

Appellant's brief (page 15) purports to state the giounds of

the motion but a comparison of tl:e statement in appellant's brief



with the motion as shown in the printed record (R. 61) dis-

closes the pertinent omission of one of the grounds of the motion.

The trial court, after again considering extended argument

and briefs of counsel, on May 3, 1938 sustained the comapny's

motion to dismiss the amended petition, stating in its opinion,

among other things, the following:

"While plaintitl in his amended petition continues

to assert that the action is an equitable one and should

still be heard as such, as the petition is wholly ancillary

and incidental to the original proceedings initiated by

the Utah Construction Company in this court, it seems
necessary for the court to state again that such a

position cannot be sustained after considering the

allegation(s) of the original and amended petitions

and the evidence, and the case will now have to be

finally disposed of in accordance with the rules of, and

the conclusion reached by the court in the opinion of

January 11, 1938 * * *" (R. 63).

And again

:

"The petitioner here declining to amend his peti-

tion to conform to the rules and order of the court it

becomes necessary for the Court to sustain the motion

to dismiss and strike of the Utah Construction Com-
pany * * *" (R. 64).

In harmony with this last memorandum opinion, order was

made and filed May 3, 1938 dismissing the amended petition with

costs to the company (R. 64).

Memorandum of costs in the amount of $373.95 was served

and filed by the company (R, 65-70) ; motion was made by peti-

tioner May 24, 1938 to strike the items of the memorandum of

costs except as to certain items (R. 71, 72). Later, June 25, 1938,

motion was made requiring the court to make findings and to

amend its order or judgment of dismissal (R. 72). Also on June

25, 1938 motion was made to strike the memorandum of costs in
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its entirely (R. 73). On June 28th, the clerk considered peti-

tioner's objections to plaintiff's memorandum of costs and taxed

the company's costs against petitioner in the amount of $358.95,

one item of $15.00 having been voluntarily stricken from the

memorandum by the company's counsel (R. 75). Nielson ap-

pealed from the clerk's action (R. 79). In the last of the numer-

ous opinions of the trial court upon the various phases of this

proceeding, it sustained (R. 80) the petitioner's objections to all

the items of the company's cost bill except those in substance as-

sented to by petitioner in his motion (R. 71) filed May 24, 1938.

The company's costs were accordingly finally allowed only in the

amount of $54.60 (R. 83).

ARGUMENT

The matters discussed in this brief are treated under separate

headings in the following order

:

( 1 ) Is the proceeding an ancillary one ?

(2) Since the proof warranted no equitable relief, was the

court justified in treating it as an independent action at law and

transfering it to the law side of the court for appropriate proceed-

ings ?

(3) Was the court justified in the exercise of its discretion in

dismissing the amended petition for non-compliance with the

court's orders and rules?

(4) Did the court err with respect to costs?

(5) Did the court err in not making findings of fact?

THE PROCEEDING WAS NOT ANCILLARY TO THE
MAIN CASE.

The decree rendered in this cause about March 15, 1923, while

not set out in the record, by every justifiable inference is pre-

sumed to be a final decree. It settled the rights and priorities of

the various jDarties to the suit in the waters of Big Lost River.
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The original litigation was concluded by the entry of the

decree. Every court retains inherent jurisdiction to enforce its

decrees. It is pleaded in the petition and admitted by the company's

answer thereto that this decree contained, among other provi-

sions for its administration, the following provision

:

"The court hereby expressly reserves jurisdiction

to supervise and enforce the administration of this

decree hereafter and from time to time as occasion

may require".

The foregoing statement in the decree neither added to nor sub-

tracted from the court's inherent power and jurisdiction in this

respect.

We should, therefore, state at the outset of this discussion

that if the facts set out in the petition were true ; that is, if the Utah

Construction Company had been at the time of the filing of the

petition a party claiming rights under the decree, and violating or

threatening to violate petitioner's rights as set forth in the same

decree, then petitioner's proceeding would have been properly an-

cillary to the main action and would have entitled him to relief;

that is, would have entitled him (without regard to diversity of

citizenship or amount involved) to appropriate equitable relief

in the way of injunction against further invasion of his rights

and as an incident thereto to damages, if any, suffered by past

invasions of his rights. The "rights" just mentioned are, of

course, the rights of petitioner as defined in the decree.

In the circumstances supposed above, the proceeding would

have had to do with the enforcement of the decree ; and the court

would have had jurisdiction to entertain it both by reason of its

inherent powers and by reason of the reservation of jurisdiction

set out above. Moreover, in such a proceeding, if it were neces-

sary in connection with such enforcement to interpret any doubt-

ful or ambiguous provision of the decree, that too might be done

as a necessary incident to proper enforcement. But, of course.
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the decree could not be altered or modified under the guise of in-

terpretation.

Moreover, if at the time of the filing of Nielson's petition the

Big Lost River Irrigation District, then owning The Utah Con-

struction Company's former water rights allotted in the decree

(and thus being a party in interest under the decree) had been

invading petitioner's rights under the decree or threatening fur-

ther invasion or both, petitioner by proper petition could have pre-

sented a strictly ancillary proceeding against such district, entitling

him as against it to proper relief. Such proceeding would have

had to do with the enforcement of the decree, and been germane

to the main suit and ancillary to it.

But petitioner simply sued the wrong party. Utah Construc-

tion Company at the time petitioner instituted his proceedings

neither owned nor claimed any rights under the decree. As the

court found under the evidence adduced, it had had nothing what-

soever to do with the use or diversion of any of the waters of

Big Lost River since the year 1934. In these circumstances, the

proceeding had and could have no possible relation to the enforce-

ment of the decree and any interepretation of it in such proceeding

must unavoidably be wholly nugatory and in no manner binding

upon any one presently interested in the subject matter of the

decree or its administration.

A decree adjudicating water rights is essentially a suit to

quiet title. A perfect parallel and analogy to petitioner's unprece-

dented position here is the contention that a party may quiet his

title to property not by suing the present owner but by suing some-

one who had long prior to the suit parted with all interest in the

property involved.

In the light of the foregoing observations, it is apparent that

all of the authorities on the subject of ancillary jurisdiction cited

and quoted from in appellant's brief contain perfectly sound state-

ments of law, without having the slightest application to this case.

The first case cited and quoted from by appellant is Fitz
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Simmons v. Johnson, 90 Tenn., 415, the language quoted there-

from being:

"Where a court has acquired full jurisdiction of a

cause, it retains it until the cause is finally determined."

Appellant forgets that the cause to which this proceeding is

asserted to be ancillary was "finally determined" when the decree

was entered some fifteen years ago.

From Venner v. Pennsylvania Steel Company, 250 Fed., page

292, at page 296, appellant next quotes language illustrating the

scope of ancillary jurisdiction in the federal court:

"It is a supplemental proceeding (a) to protect

from interference with, and to determine conflicting

claims to assets, within its administrative control, and
(b) to control and regulate suits brought before it and

to restrain or enforce its judgments, or to further deal

with the subject-matter thereof."

Certainly it cannot be claimed in this proceeding that there

are any assets within the administrative control of the court to

which conflicting claims are asserted or which are being inter-

fered with by the party brought before the court. Next, the

phrase above quoted "to regulate and control suits brought before

it" obviously relates to pending suits and the well-understood

power of a court to conduct its own proceedings and protect its

jurisdiction in connection therewith. The phrase has no applica-

tion here. Nor does the present proceeding have to do with re-

straining or enforcing a prior judgment of the court for the wholly

obvious reason that the company was the wrong party to any

such proceeding. Moreover, the phrase in the above quotation

mentioning the ancillary power of the court "to further deal with

the subject matter" of its judgments means only that a court by

ancillary proceeding may further deal with matters not determined

by its previous final decree or relating to matters in execution of
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such previous final decree. No court has or can assert the power

after final judgment or decree to deal indefinitely with the subject

matter adjudicated except as necessary to execute the final decree

so made.

The Venner case above discussed related to a cause still

pending before the court which wrote the opinion, wherein the

plaintiff had sought by supplemental bill (claimed to be ancillary

to the main pending suit) to bring in an additional party and

obtain relief against him, such party being a stranger to the main

proceeding and not an inhabitant of the district in which the

main suit was brought.

The court held that the supplemental proceeding was not an

ancillary one, notwithstanding the purpose was "undoubtedly to

aid the original suit".

Appellant also cites the following authorities as applicable

here

:

15 C. J. 822,

United States v. Eisenbeis,

112 Fed. 190,

Simkins Federal Practice,

3rd Edition, page 124,

Wichita R. R. Co. vs. Public Utilities Com.,

260 U. S. 48; 67 L. Ed. 124.

These authorities are merely to the effect that a change of citi-

zenship while a suit is pending does not affect the jurisdiction of

the court based on diversity of citizenship existing at the time the

action was filed. For instance, and as typical of the above cita-

tions, the text of 15 C. J. 822 (cited by appellant supra) reads

thus :

"It is w^ell established as a general rule that

jurisdiction once acquired is not defeated by subse-

quent events, even though they are of such a character

as would have prevented jurisdiction from attaching

in the first instance * * *. But in order for this rule
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to apply, there must be an actiuii l^ciuliiii^ over which

the jurisdiction of the court has actually vested"

(Italics ours).

But such authorities have no application here. The main

case is not a pending suit. It ceased to be a pending suit when

the final decree was entered more than fifteen years ago. The

court's general jurisdiction of it then ceased. Such jurisdiction

as it thereafter retained was strictly limited to the enforcement

of its previous final decree and could be exercised only in contro-

versies between parties interested in and claiming under the decree.

Appellant cites also and quotes from the following cases as

establishing the ancillary character of the proceeding here in-

volved :

St. Louis San Francisco Railroad Co. v. Byrnes,

24 Fed. (2), 66, at page 69,

Wabash Railroad Company v. Adelbert College,

208 U. S. 38, 54; 28 Supreme Court, 182, 188;

52 L. Ed. 379,

Cincinnati Railroad Company vs. Indianapolis

Railroad Company,
270 U. S. 107; 70 L. Ed. 490, at page 494.

In each of the above cases there were involved conflicting

claims to property in the actual or constructive possession of the

court through its receivers. The property involved had previously

been sold under a mortgage foreclosure pursuant to decree or

order in which the court retained jurisdiction to decide collateral

matters such as conflicting claims to the property sold or claims

upon the fund realized from its sale. In each case the controversy

held to be ancillary involved conflicting claims by parties presently

in interest in or to the property sold or the fund derived from its

sale.

Here there is no fund or property in the custody of the court

;

nor are the parties to this proceeding asserting conflicting claims

to any property ; the company now owns no property with which
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the court or cause ever dealt. Though the court reserved juris-

diction to enforce its decree and for a time it was administered

through a commissioner appointed by the court who distributed

the waters of Big Lost River thereunder, it by no means follows

that the waters of Big Lost River were ever in the possession and

custody of the court in the sense that property is taken into the

court's possession and control by a receiver ; and in this case,

as alleged in the answer to the petition, it appears that prior to

the filing of the petition the court had discharged its commissioner

and turned the distribution of the waters of Big Lost River over

to the state authorities pursuant to Chapter 5, Title 41, Idaho Code

Annotated. And even prior to that the company had parted with

all interest in the subject matter of the suit.

Appellant in his brief also cites and quotes from the following

cases as sustaining his position here

:

Freeman v. Howe,
65 U. S. 450; 16 L. Ed. 749, at page 1':^!,

Krippendorf v. Hyde,
llOU. S. 276; 28 L. Ed. 145.

In each of the above cases, the proceeding deemed to be an-

cillary involved the claim of a stranger to the original suit upon

property held by the federal court marshal under process of attach-

ment. It was held that the ancillary jurisdiction of the court under

whose process and by whose officer the property was held was

sufficient to enable the court to hear and determine such third

party claim. In none of the above cases do the facts have the

slightest relevancy to the present case. Expressions used by the

respective courts in announcing principles of law applicable to

those facts set out well settled and now uncontroverted principles

of law. These expressions likewise have no application here.

In this proceeding Nielson's petition, when stripped of those

allegations which impelled the court initially to entertain it and

which it subsequently determined were wholly unfounded in fact,
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asserts merely and simply an independent action at law for dam-

ages. The fact that petitioner's rights initially grew out of a prior

decree of the federal court of Idaho in no respect changed the

character of his suit or enlarged the jurisdiction of that court to

entertain it. Petitioner's right to sue for damages would have

been the same if the decree had been rendered by any other court.

That is, if his rights under the decree had been subsequently in-

vaded he could sue for damages in the federal court if the requisite

jurisdictional facts existed ; if not, he could sue in any other court

which had jurisdiction.

Appellant in his brief cites the case of United States v. Eisen-

beis (CCA 9th), 192 Fed. 190. In that case this court quoted

with approval the following language of the United States Su-

preme Court from Bvick v. Colbath, 3 Wallace 334, 335 ; 18 L. Ed.

257, 261

:

"But it is not true that a court, having obtained

jurisdiction of a subject-matter of a suit, and of parties

before it, thereby excludes all other courts from the

right to adjudicate upon other matters having a very

close connection with those before the first court, in

some instances, requiring the decision of the same
questions exactly".

See also Ralston v. Sharon 51 Fed. 702, at page 707:

"A bill in equity constitutes an original and inde-

pendent proceeding when it calls for the investigation of a

new case arising upon new facts although it may have

relation to the validity of an existing judgment or decree,

and of the complainant's rights to claim any benefit by

reason thereof, or to be relieved therefrom as the case

may be."

What if the positions of the parties here were reversed?

Could the company, after having parted with its interest in the

subject matter of the decree, sue petitioner for damages for an
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alleged violation of its previous rights thereunder, under the guise

of a proceeding for the enforcement of the decree? Would not

any court (if the initial pleading told the truth) have instantly

concluded that such proceeding, started by a party having no

interest in the decree, had no relevancy v^'hatsoever to its enforce-

ment? Would it not, as soon as the facts became apparent, be

instantly perceived that it was an independent suit and nothing

else ? The same thing is true when Nielson is the moving party.

No proceeding can be relevant to the enforcement of a de-

cree when one of the parties to the proceeding, either the petitioner

or the defendant thereto, has no longer any interest in the subject

matter of the decree.

When the trial court in this case determined that The Utah

Construction Company had not since 1934 been a party to this

decree, it was wholly right in determining that this proceeding

could not be deemed an ancillary proceeding in the main suit but

could be entertained, if at all, only as an independent action at law.

II

EFFECT OF THERE BEING NO GROUND FOR EQUI-
TABLE RELIEF.

\

The trial court arrived at its wholly proper conclusion by a

route somewhat less direct than a point blank decision on the ques-

tion of whether under the facts disclosed by the evidence the pro-

ceeding was ancillary to the main suit or an independent action.

Having finally determined that the uncontroverted evidence dis-

closed that the company had prior to Nielson's proceeding parted

with all its interest in the subject matter of the former decree and

that there did not exist at the time the proceeding was begun any

right at all to equitable relief, it perceived the applicability of the

rule uniformly announced by the Supreme Court of the United

States in many cases, among which is Mitchell v. Dowell, 105 U. S.

430; 26 L. Ed. 1142. The language of that case is as follows:
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"Where a cause of action cognizable at law is

entertained in equity on the ground of some equitable

relief sought by the bill, which it turns out cannot, for

defect of proof or other reason, be granted, the court is

without jurisdiction to proceed further, and should

dismiss the bill and remand the cause to a court of

law."

But Mitchell v. Dowell and analogous cases were decided

prior to the adoption of general equity Rule 22. The trial court

thought it should instead of dismissing Nielson's petition apply

to it this equity Rule 22 under the authority of several cases in-

cluding Colleton Mercantile & Manufacturing Company vs. Sa-

vannah River Lumber Company, 280 Fed. 358, and American

Falls Milling Co. v. Standard Brokerage & Distributing Com-

pany, 248 Fed. 487. The proceeding was accordingly transfered

to the law side of the court (R. 44-46).

But viewed as an independent action at law, the trial court

obviously had no jurisdiction of petitioner's proceeding without

there being present allegations showing diversity of citizenship,

etc. which would give the court as a federal court jurisdiction of

the matter in its new aspect as an independent suit for damages.

While the court might have summarily dismissed petitioner's pro-

ceeding, it did not do so ; but, on the other hand, it granted peti-

tioner leave to amend his petition so as to state an independent

cause of action at law for damages. Since petitioner did not or

could not make averments in his amended petition requisite to

give the court independent jurisdiction, the trial court eventually

arrived at the same destination as if it had in the first instance

concluded from the evidence that the proceeding was in no respect

ancillary to the main suit and dismissed it for that reason. Both

courses of reasoning were correct and arrived at the same end.
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III

DISMISSAL OF THE AMENDED PETITION WAS JUS-
TIFIED IN THE EXERCISE OF THE COURT'S DIS-

CRETION FOR NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE
COURT ORDERS AND THE APPLICABLE RULES.

It is, of course, the duty of any federal court to dismiss a

cause instantly upon finding that it has no jurisdiction of it as a

federal court. But likewise every court of dignity and self-re-

spect takes steps to enforce its own rules and orders and the Gen-

eral Equity Rules by which it is bound.

In purported conformity with the court's memorandum

opinion of January 11, 1938, petitioner within the 10-day limit

specified therein filed, not a complaint at law but an "Amended

Petition in Equity". This was without leave of court and contrary

to the court's direction. In this amended petition, petitioner as-

serted substantially the same allegations as those previously found

by the court to be untrue according to the evidence
;
petitioner de-

manded the same equitable relief that the court had previously

denied, and which appellant had previously admitted the court

could not grant (R. 42), and in addition sought for the first time

to bring in as a party defendant to the amended petition the Big

Lost River Irrigation District. The latter is the sole party which

should have been brought in in the first place if the proceeding was

to be viewed as in any respect bearing on the enforcement of the

decree and hence ancillary to the original proceeding. The amend-

ed petition violated the direction of the court, equivocated with re-

spect to the allegation of citizenship, and moreover was in viola-

tion of the following equity rules

:

"Equity Rule 28 * * * After pleading filed by
any defendant, plaintiff may amend only by consent

of defendant or leave of the court or judge".
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The amended petition as filed was not by leave of court or a

judge, but in almost contumacious disregard of the court's pre-

vious direction. With respect to bringing in an additional party

—

the irrigation district—at this stage of the proceeding, if the

amended petition had been entertained, it would have had the

effect of compelling The Utah Construction Company to re-litigate

matters connected with the enforcement of the decree concerning

which the court had already decided that the company had no

interest.

Equity Rule 26 provides

:

The plaintiff may join in one bill as many causes

of action cognizable in equity as he may have against

the defendant, but when there are more than one
plaintiff the causes of action joined must be joint, and
if there be more than one defendant the liability must
be one asserted against all the material defend-

ants * * *".

Appellant in effect urges here that his amended petition

should be viewed as if it were an original petition wholly disas-

sociated from its antecedent background. It cannot be s,o viewed

without obvious injustice. Viewed as an original petition, it

undoubtedly states on its face a cause of action, but such would

have been the case even if the original petition had been filed pre-

cisely as it was before except calling it an "Amended Petition".

In the light of the trial court's repeated decisions on the merits

upon the entire evidence, it appeared that the company had had

nothing to do with the waters of Big Lost River since 1934. In-

deed the petition does not assert that the Big Lost River Irrigation

District had anything to do with the matters complained about

until the year 1935.

On the facts disclosed by the amended petition, any liability

asserted therein against the company and the district of necessity

had to be seveial and not joint—in violation of Equity Rule 26

above quoted.
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In fact, the whole amended petition shows on its face a new

attempt to impose on the court by keeping the Utah Construction

Company in the proceeding as a sort of appendage to a new pro-

ceeding on its face having to do with the enforcement of the decree

and ignoring the court's direction that the proceeding should be

treated as a suit at law for damages against The Utah Construction

Company. In this event the latter would, of course, be entitled to

a jury trial.

Appellant did not see fit to appeal from the prior order of

the court denying him equitable relief and transfering the cause

to the law side of the court. He cannot now complain on appeal

from his amended petition if the court dismissed that petition be-

cause of a plain attempt to trifle with the court and ignore its

directions and the applicable rules. It does not even yet appear

—

on account of the equivocal character of the allegations concern-

ing residence and citizenship—that the court does have jurisdic-

tion.

Surely a court must have power to preserve its own dignity

and self-respect.

IV

AS TO COSTS

In the order appealed from (R. 64) the court awarded the

company all its costs. This order was correct, though subsequent-

ly modified by the court at appellant's insistence so as to eliminate

all of the costs previously awarded to it except those in effect

assented to by appellant in his motion to strike therefrom (R. 71)

certain items thereof. Appellant now objects to the awarding of

any costs against him on the ground that the court, having dis-

missed his amended petition on the sole ground of lack of jurisdic-

tion, had no jurisdiction to award costs against him. Appellant

cites (Brief, 33) controlling cases to the clear effect that "if there
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were no jurisdiction there was no power to do anything but to

strike the case from the docket".

But we must examine the record to see whether the cases cited

by appellant are appHcable here. Initially the amended petition

stated facts disclosing an ancillary proceeding supported by the

jurisdiction of the court in the original case. All the costs were

incurred in determining on the merits of the petition as thus pre-

sented. Essential statements of fact averred in the petition

being found untrue, the court decided that it could grant no relief.

The proceeding was determined on the merits as an ancillary pro-

ceeding and at the conclusion of all the evidence it was found not

to be an ancillary proceeding. The amended petition was dis-

missed, not so much because the amended petition on its face,

viewed as an independent action at law, disclosed no diversity of

citizenship as because the amended petition paltered and equivo-

cated in that respect and violated the applicable rules and prior

directions of the court.

In these circumstances, the trial court in the order appealed

from allowed the company all its costs.

The following from the case of Smith v. Asphalt Belt Com-

pany, 267 U. S. 326 ; 69 L. Ed. 629, 631, is applicable here :

"The trial court found on the evidence and as

matter of law, that the railroad which had instituted

and brought condemnation proceedings was an inde-

pendent intrastate carrier; that it was not obliged to

conduct an interstate business; and that, hence, its

action in instituting condemnation proceedings with-

out first obtaining a certificate from the Interstate

Commerce Commission was not in contravention of

the Federal law. It is this ground, and this only, on

which the district court declared that the bill should

be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction; meaning, obvi-

ously, that upon the fact found, it was not warranted

in enjoining the condemnation proceedings, and not

that, as a Federal tribunal, it was without pow^er to
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entertain the suit and inquire into the matters alleged

in the bill".

The following cases make it perfectly clear that the trial

court was wholly correct in its decree of dismissal in awarding al)

the costs of the proceeding to the company:

Devest V. Twin State Gas & Electric Co. (CCA 1 ),

252 Fed. 126;

Hazelwood Dock Company v. Palmer (CCA 3),

228 Fed. 327

;

Phoenix Buttes Gold Mining Company v. Win-
sted (D. C),
226 Fed. 864.

Moreover, Section 815, Title 28, United States Code An-

notated, enacts that when a petitioner in equity recovers nothing

he shall not be allowed his costs, but at the discretion of the court

costs may be adjudged against him. When after full hearing

upon the merits of the original petition the trial court here decided

against petitioner, we think it approached an abuse of discretion

to permit an amendment at that stage without requiring petitioner

to pay the costs incurred up to that time as a condition prerequi-

site to filing an amended complaint setting up an action at law.

On appeal from the decision of the clerk taxing costs, the trial

court in effect (R. 80) modified its final decree of dismissal by

striking from the memorandum of costs the most of the items

thereof—not on the ground of any impropriety in the items, but in

substantial modification of its prior final decree of dismissal (R.

64). It has always been our understanding that on an appeal

to the court from the clerk's order taxing costs, the matter for

review by the court is the question of whether the items in the cost

bill are actually proper items of cost and not a rehearing as to

the terms of its previous final decree awarding costs. The rea-

soning of the trial court in its final memorandum opinion (R. 81)

will not appeal to this court. The petitioner did not prevail with
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respect to any matter raised by hjs original petition. The cause

there set out was not divisible, and the court should upon the very

threshold of the matter have determined the truth of those facts

which alone could give standing as an ancillary proceeding.

The proceeding was either ancillary to the main case or it was

not. If it was ancillary to the main case, the court had full

authority and jurisdiction to determine all the issues, including the

issue of damages. If it was not, the court had jurisdiction to

determine none of the issues. If it was an independent damage

suit in which the company was entitled to a jury trial, it was

entitled to such trial not only on the amount of damages but on

the basis for those damages ; that is, whether there had been any

infringement by the company .of petitioner's rights. The effect of

any conclusions reached by the court in its interim opinion of

July 7, 1937 (R, 24) was completely rescinded by the court's

final opinion of January 11, 1938 (R. Z7) on tlie merits after all

the evidence v^'as in. After finally determining that the petition

was wholly lacking in equity by reason of the fact that the com-

pany had no further interest under the decree, all the remarks in

the interim opinion .of the court regarding any "violations" of the

decree by the company became wholly moot. They were binding

on nobody—least of all upon the court. The same result would

have followed if the court had determined from the evidence upon

controverted allegations that petitioner was no longer the ozvner

of his land or zvater right or interested in the prior decree.

V

SHOULD THE COURT HAVE MADE FINDINGS?

There is only one fact pertinent to the decision in this case

;

that is, that at the time the proceeding was brought the company

was not a party in interest under the decree but had long before

sold and conveyed all of its property affected by the decree.

This paramount fact is found so often in the court's repeated
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opinions (R. 25, 33, 39, 43) that it would seem to leave no doubt

as to the court's conclusion in the matter or that it constituted the

basis of its action. In these circumstances, it is entirely sufficient

if the opinions of the court, instead of an express finding, clearly

states that simple fact regarding which there is no dispute. This

is the holding of this court in the two decisions cited by appellant

on this assignment of error.

There being no statement of the evidence before the court, it

would be wholly impossible to review here the correctness of the

court's determination of any fact pertinent to a decision in the

case. Those matters upon which appellant requested the court

to make findings are wholly immaterial. Besides, the basis of the

order of dismissal was such that no findings were required in any

view of the matter.

Appellee has taken no cross appeal from the trial court's

order of July 13, 1938 (R. 84) modifying the order of the clerk

taxing costs and fixing those costs at only $54.60. In these cir-

cumstances, it may not be compatible with the practice of this

court in remanding the case to direct the trial court to allow

appellee's costs in accordance with the terms of the final decree,

which decree is the only matter brought here for reviev^. If this

can be done, it should in justice be done. If not, the decree of

dismissal should be simply affirmed.
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